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Being in the moment of solitude in order to 
find yourself again with a renewed mind, 

heart, and spirit

Contemplation
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Inspiration
The question mark displays 
emotions of thinking, wondering, 
uncertainty, and confusion. I 
chose the question mark because 
it allows one to ask questions 
about unknown answers almost 
like he or she is searching for 
something more, something 
greater than themselves.
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Key Concepts…

1. Completely lost  
2. Renewed passion for God
3. Successful journey
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Parti of Transformation

Entrance: lost Dark place
First step of the 
journey

Mediate in 
courtyard

Almost clear but 
still a little 
uncertain

Ultimate clarity
New found self

Exit :returns to the 
world of 
uncertainty and 
doubt
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Regulating Lines
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Functional Zoning

standing

standing

sitting
Sitting and 
Standing

Standing
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Conceptual Zoning
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Conceptual Circulation
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Ordering Principles
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Rhythm

Form Repetition

Proportion

Transformation



Sculpture #1 The Eternal Flame, designed by 
Lee Gass, symbolizes passion and 
desire that Christians need while 
continuing on their long, restless 
yet breathtaking journey with 
God. 
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Sculpture # 2

The Praying Hands Memorial 
by Jack Dawson stands 32 feet 
tall and weighs 100 tons. This 
statue can be seen in King 
Jack Park which is located in a 
small Midwest town Webb 
City, Missouri. The Praying 
Hands Memorial reminds us 
to stop whatever it is that we 
are doing that exact moment 
and take the time to spend 
with God in prayer.”
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Concept Statement

The purpose of my project is to show how the lost get 
found. Through entering this long, emotional journey, I 
created detours along the correct path, which represent 
how Christians can get so wrapped up in their daily 
activities that they take the wider road leading to 
nowhere. Then after the confusion and uncertainty from 
the detours, they finally reach their intended destination 
which displays clarity and a new self of mind. “I will 
bring the blind by a way they did not know; I will lead 
them in paths they have not known. I will make 
darkness light before them, And crooked places straight. 
These things I will do for them, And not forsake them.” 
Isaiah 42:16 NKJV
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Conclusion

From this long confusing journey, the best way to overcome the 
hard times that life gives you is to take the road less travel. 
Although doubt and confusion may settle into your mind,  if 
you follow the plans that God has put into place then 
everything will be taken care of. “Therefore do not worry about 
tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about its own things. 
Sufficient for the day is its own trouble. “ Matthew 6: 34 NKJV
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Resources
• http://www.zooomr.com/z/photos/zoom/3317664/size-32/
• http://looneytunes09.wordpress.com/2010/03/
• http://www.hersbandandwife.com/nm/uploads/you-re-not-alone.jpg
• http://olmwsimpletruths.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/quiet_time_1.jpg
• http://leegass.com/gallery/lees-sculptures/abstract/eternal-flame-series/eternal-flame-bronze
• http://www.costpernews.com/wp-content/uploads/2007/04/question-mark.JPG
• http://junialeigh.files.wordpress.com/2010/05/praise-1.jpg
• http://www.scottshephard.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/04/IMG_98031.jpg
• http://natureskies.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/06/sdc14931.jpg
• http://artbymichelewilson.com/CloseUpPinkTreeBlossoms.jpg
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